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In the last three parts of this paper we shall treat in more detail 
The ln:nomial function system, i.e. the system 
(b,,,bw, ... ,bw ),wt-wr~O, ±1, ±2, ... ,i,j=1,2, ... ,m, i#-j, 
' t m 
trnm theorem 1.2.2, 
II t i1e exponential function system i.e. the system 
from theorem 1.2.1 and 
III the logarithmic function system, I.e. the system (Lm-1, Lm-2, ... , 1) 
from theorem 1.2.3. 
However, we shall restrict ourselves here to the case in which R is 
the complex number field; x will be a real variable. The elements bw, ew 
and L from R(x) will no longer be regarded as formal power series but 
as functions, defined for all or for certain values of x. From the definitions 
1.2.2, 1.2.1 and 1.2.3 we immediately get: bw=(1-x)w, /x/<1, ew=e"'"' 
and L=log (1-x), lxl < 1. 
THE BINOMIAL FUNCTION SYSTEM 
§ 1. In this section we shall show that the polynomials of a system of 
type I, belonging to t;p.e binomial function system, can be expressed as 
generalized hypergeometric polynomials with argument 1-x and that 
the remainder function is a Meijer's G-function, also with argument 1-x. 
Let e1, e2, ... , em be m arbitrarily chosen positive integers and let 
WI. w2, ... , Wm be m complex numbers such that 
(3.1.1) Wi-Wj#-0,±1,±2, ... ,i#-j, i,j=1,2, ... ,m. 
Consider the integral 
1 I (1-x)z (3.1.2) r(x/el,e2, ... , em)= -2 . dz, lx/<1 n~ m e;.-1 
0 IT IT (z-w;.- r) 
?.~1 r~o 
where 0 is a contour with positive orientation enclosing all the poles of 
the integrand. The condition (3.1.1) for the numbers w1. w2, ... , wm 
ensures that these poles are all simple. 
16 Series A 
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Let 0,.. denote a contour with positive orientation enclosing the poles 
w,.., w,..+I, ... , w,..+e,..-I but none of the others, p=I, 2, ... , m. Then 
m I I (I-x)z 
r(x/el, e2, ... ,em)= ! -2 . 1 dz. 
,.._ 1 :n;~ m I!A-
- a II II (z-wA-r) 
P A=1 r=O 
From the residue theorem it follows that 
I I (I -'-x)z 
-2 . dz = (I-x)ru,.. p,..(I-x) :n;~ m I!A-1 
a II II (z-wA- r) 
p A=1 r=O 
-where p,.. is a polynomial of degree e,..-I, p= I, 2, ... , m. Therefore 
m 
(3.1.3) r(xje1, e2, ... ,em)= ! (I-x)ruP p,..(I-x). 
p=1 
If cifl denotes the constant term of the polynomial p,.., then 
I 
cifl = m 
(-I)( -2) ... ( -e,..+ I) II (w,..-wA)(w,..-wA -I) ... (w,..-w;. -eA +I) 
A=1 
'-*P 
or 
(3.1.4) 
The quotient of the terms of degree r+ I and degree r of p,..(I-x), 
r=O, I, ... , e,..-2, is 
(3.1.5) 
m / II (w,..-w;.-e;.+I+r) 
(I-x) _I_A _=_1 _______ _ 
I+r m II (w,..-w;. +I +r) 
A=1 
A*p 
From (3.1.4) and (3.1.5), we see that p,.. is a generalized hypergeometric 
polynomial. We have 
(3.1.6) 
m II F(wA-w,..) 
A-1 
p,..(I-x)=(-I)a-lA:p X 
II F(w;. -w,..+e;.) 
A-1 
(w,..~w1 -e1 +I, w,..-w2-e2+I, ... ,w,..-wm-em+ I I-x) XmFm-1 I , 
w,..-wl +I, w,..-w2+ ,, ... * ... , w,..-wm+ I 
where the asterisk denotes that the parameter w,..- w,.. + 1 
does not occur. 
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Now we substitute the power series expansion of (1-x)z, 
in the right hand side of (3.1.2) and integrate term by term. This yields 
the power series expansion for r(x I (11, (12, .•• ,em), viz. 
r(x I (11. (12, ••• , em)=ao+a1x+a2x2+ ... 
with an= ( -2 1 ~n r (:) dz. :n:~ • m llJJ-1 (3.1. 7) 
o II II (z-w~'-r) 
JJ=1 r=O 
The contour C in (3.1.7) encloses all the (finite) poles of the integrand; 
therefore 
(3.1.8) 
The numerator of (3.1.8) is of degree n, the denominator of degree !":- 1e~' =a. 
Hence 
\ an=O for n=O, 1, 2, ... , a-2 
, ( _ 1)a-1 , 
~ aa-1 = (a-1)! (3.1.9) 
and it follows from (3.1.3), (3.1.7) and (3.1.9) that 
(3.1.10) 
m 2. (1-X)wp pi'(1-X) =aa-1 Xa-1 +aaXU + ... , aa-1 # 0. 
p=1 
This, together with d(p~')=e~'-1, ft= 1, 2, ... , m, shows that the poly-
nomial system (P1(1-x), p2(l-x), ... , Pm(1-x)) is a system of type I 
for the binomial function system ((1-x)w', (1-x)w•, ... , (1-x)wm), 
belonging-to the point e = ((11. (12, ••• ' (lm). From the perfectness of the 
binomial function system it follows also that aa-1 # 0. 
The G-function of Meijer is defined by means of a complex integral 
of the Barnes' type, see for instance MEIJER [5], p. 229 or ERDELYI [1], 
p. 207. We repeat here this definition. 
Suppose that m, n, p and q are integers with 
O,;;;;;n.;;;;p, O,;;;;;m,;;;;;q, 1 ,;;;;;q, p,;;;;;q; 
suppose further that the number z satisfies the inequalities 
z#O and JzJ<1 if p=q, 
Z#O if p<q; 
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moreover that the numbers a1, ... ,an and b1o ... , bm satisfy the condition 
(3.1.11) ai-bnol 1, 2, 3, ... for j = 1, ... , n, h= 1, ... , m. 
Then the function G:,·;(z) is defined as follows: 
(3.1.12) 
The contour 0 runs from oo-i7: to oo+i7: (7:>0) and encloses all the poles 
b1, b1+1, ... , j=1, 2, ... , m butnoneofthepolesa1-1, a1-2, ... ,j=1,2, ... ,n 
of the integrand, which is always possible in view of (3.1.11). It follows 
from the asymptotic expansion of the Gamma-function that the integral 
(3.1.12) is convergent and independent of 7:. 
It is not difficult to show that the integral of (3.1.2) can be put into 
the form (3.1.12) with a special choice for the parameters and 1-x instead 
of z. However, we can use here another definition of the G-function, 
given by MEIJER in an earlier paper, [4] p. 11. 
In this paper, MEIJER made the further assumption 
(3.1.13) b1-bnol0,±1,±2, ... , j=1, 2, ... , m, h=1, 2, ... , m, jo~h, 
on the parameters bi, b2, ... , bm, and defined 
(3.1.14) 
( 1+bn-alo ......... , 1+bn-ap ) X pFq-1 , ( -1)m+n+pz . 
1 +bn-bi, ... * ... , 1 +bn-ba 
It was assumed here that p<,q-1, zo~O, but we may also admit p=q, 
provided that z i' 0, lzl < l. 
The equivalence of (3.1.12) and (3.1.14) is easily proved by applying 
the residue theorem, since the poles of the integrand of (3.1.12) are all 
simple in view of (3.1.13). Our previous calculations in this section offer 
a special case of this proof. 
Now if w~compare (3.1.3), (3.1.6) and (3.1.14), and if we put p=q=m, 
n=O, z=1-x, a,.=w,.+e"' b=w,., we get ( I WI +!?I, W2+!?2, ••• , Wm+(!m) (3.1.15) r(x/ei,(!2, ... ,em)=(-1)a-lG:;!;!!. 1-x . 
WI , W2 , ••• , Wm 
The reason for not starting our discussion on the basis of (3.1.14), lies 
in the fact that in chapter V, where we shall discuss the logarithmic 
function system, the poles of the integrand will no longer be simple, i.e. 
condition (3.1.13) will no longer be satisfied. 
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By theorem 1.2.1, the binomial function system is perfect. Hence any 
polynomial system (ai(xle), a2(xle), ... , am(xle)) of type I for the point 
e = (ei, e2, ... ' em) differs only a multiplicative non-zero constant from 
the polynomial system (PI(1-x), pz(1-x), ... , Pm(1-x)) found above. Of 
course, the same holds for the corresponding remainder function r(xle). 
Thus we have by (3.1.3), (3.1.6), (3.1.10} and (3.1.15} the following 
Theorem 3.1.1. Let e=(ei,ez, ... ,em) be a point with positive 
integral coordinates, m;>2, and let (ai(xle), az(xle), ... , am(xle)) be a poly-
nomial system of type I for the point e and for the binomial function system 
((1-x}"\ (1-x}"'•, ... , (1-x)"'m) where WI, w2, ... , Wm are m complex 
numbers such that Wi-Wj#0,±1,±2, ... , i#j, i, j=1, 2, ... , m; let r(xle) 
be the corresponding remainder function. Then 
m II F(w;.-wp) 
).~1 
).*I' 
ap(xle)=ap(xlei, ez, ... ,em)= c -----
m 
II F(w;..-w"+e;..) 
J..~l 
X 
1-x) 
where the asterisk denotes that the parameter w"- w" + 1 has to be omitted, 
tt= 1, 2, ... , m, and ( I WI +ei, w2+ez, ... , wm+em) r(xle)=r(xlei. e2, ... , em)=cG:;!;~ 1-x WI , W2 , ... , Wm 
where c is a complex number different from zero. 
§ 2. In this section, we shall show that if we take m = 2 in the preceding 
section after some transformations a classical result of PADE is obtained. 
Let e = (ei, e2) be a point with positive integral coordinates, WI and w2 
two complex numbers such that WI-W2#0, ±1, ±2, .... Let (ai(xle), 
lJ2(xle)) be a polynomial system of type I for the point e and the system 
((l-x}"'1 , (1-x)"'•). 
According to theorem 3.1.1, we have 
( I ) F(w2-WI) 
al X e =C F(el) F(w2-WI +e2) 
· 2F1( -el + 1, WI-W2-e2+ 1; W1-w2+ 1; 1-x) 
(3.2.1) 
( I ) F(w1-w2) 
a2 X e =C F(e2) F(wi-W2+ei) 
· 2FI(-e2+1,w2-w1-(!1+1;w2-w1+1; 1-x) 
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and, if r(x/e) is the corresponding remainder function, 
(3.2.2) ( I WI +(}I, W2+(}2) r(xfe)=cG§:g 1-x WI , w2 , 
where c is a complex number different from zero. 
First we shall transform the hypergeometric polynomials from the 
right hand sides of (3.2.1) into others with argument x. 
Three of KuMMER's twenty-four solutions of the ordinary hyper-
geometric differential equation 
d2u du 
x ( 1 - x) dx2 + [ c- (a+ b + 1) x] dx - a b u = 0 
are 2FI(a,b;c;x), 2FI(a,b; a+b+ 1-c; 1-x) and (1-x)c-a'-b 2FI(c-a,c-b; 
c+l-a-b; 1-x), see e.g. ERDELYI [1], p. 105, 106. From this it follows 
that there are two constants P and Q such that 
(3.2.3) 
~ 2FI(a, b; c; x)=P 2FI(a, b; a+b+ 1-c; 1-x)+ 
( +Q(1-x)c-a-b 2FI(c-a, c-b; c+1-a-b; 1-x). 
If we take a= -ei + 1, b=wi-w2-e2+ 1 +s, c= -ei-(}2+2+s and 
let s --+ 0, we get after some calculations 
(3.2.4) ) 
2FI( -(}I+ 1, WI-W2-(}2+ I ;-ei-(}2+2; X)= 
=P2FI( -ei +I, wi-wz-e2+ 1; wi-w2+ I; 1-x)+ 
+Q(1-x)-w,+w, X 
, x2Fl(-e2+1, -wi+w2-(}I+1; -wi+w2+1; I-x). 
Since the three hypergeometric series in (3.2.4) reduce to polynomials, 
and since in view of -WI+ w2* 0, ±1, ±2, ... , (1-x)-w,+w, is not a rational 
function, the constant Q must be zero. The constant P is found by sub-
stituting x=O in (3.2.4); this yields 
By a well-known theorem of Gauss, see e.g. ERDELYI [1], p. 61, we have 
(3.2.5) 
Hence 
F(c) F(c-a-b) . 
2F1(a, b; c; 1) = F(c-a) F(c-b) If Re (c-a-b)>O. 
F(wi-w2+ 1) F(ei +e2-1) 
F(wi-w2+f!I) F(e2) 
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Thus we see that 
(3.2.6) ) 
2FI( -(!I+ 1, WI-W2-(!2+ 1; WI-W2+ 1; l-x)= 
F(wi-w2+ I) F((!l +e2-l) 
= X F(wi-w2+e1) F(e2) 
X 2FI( -(!I+ 1, WI-W2-(!2+ 1; -QI-(!2+2; x), 
and instead of (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we have 
ai(xfe)=c'(wi-w2) 2FI( -e1 +I, w1-w2-e2+ I; -e1-e2+2; x), 
~(xfe) =c'(w2-wi) 2FI( -e2+ I, w2-wi-QI +I; -ei-1?2+2; x}, 
( I WI +(!I, W2+(!2) (3.2.7) r(xfe)=cG~:g l-x , WI , W2 
'th , F(wi-w2) F(w2-wi) F(ei +e2-I) 
Wl C =C • 
F(wi-w2+ei) F(w2-wi +e2) F(ei) F(e2) 
Now we show that the right hand side of (3.2.2) can be expressed by 
means of a hypergeometric series. 
According to (3.1.14), 
G~·o (I- xI WI +e1, w2+e2) =_I_ J F(wi-Z) F(w2-z) (I-x)z dz 
· w1 , w2 2:n:i F(wi +e1-z) F(w2+e2-z) ' 
0 
where 0 runs from oo-i-r to oo+i-r (-r>O), enclosing all the poles 
w~, WI+ I, ... , w1 +e1-l, w2, w2+ I, ... , w2+e2-l of the integrand. Assume 
O<x< I. By standard methods it follows that we may as well integrate 
along the straight line Re z =a, from a- ioo to a+ ioo, with a< min 
(Rewi, Rew2). Substituting z=w2-s, (1-x)=e-t,t>O, we get 
(3.2.8) 
G2.o ( I w1 +e1, w2+e2) _ 2,2 l-x -WI , W2 
b+ioo , 
= (1-x).,• J F(s+wi-w2) F(s+ I) ets ds 
2:n:i F(s+w1-w2+1?I) F(s+e2) s 
b-ioo 
with b>max (0, -Re(wi-w2)). 
Apart from the factor (1-x).,•, the right hand side of (3.2.8) is the 
inverse Laplace transformation of the function 
F(s+wi-w2+(!I) F(s+e2)' 
and from a table of Laplace transforms, e.g. VAN DER PoL and BREMMER 
[10] p. 401, we get 
(3.2.9) 
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Now from (3.2.7/ auu (3.2.9} :(ollows the classical theorem in the theory 
of Pade fractions: 
Theorem 3.2.1. (PADE) Let e=(eld?2) be a point with positive 
integral coordinates and let w1 and w2 be two complex numbers with 
w1-w2*0, ±1, ±2, .... Let (al(xfe}, a2(xje)) be a polynomial system of 
type I for the system ((1-x}"\ (1-x}00') and the point(!, and let r(xfe) 
denote the corresponding remainder function. Then 
a1(xje) = c 2F1( -e1 + 1, w1-w2-e2+ 1; -e1-e2+2; x), 
a2(xje)= -c 2F1( -e2+ 1, w2-w1-e1 + 1; -e1-e2+2; x}, 
F(e1) F(e2) F(w1-w2+(!1) F(w2-w1 +e2) 
r(xfe)=c F(e1 +e2-1) F(e1 +e2) F(w1-w2+ 1) F(w2-w1) xQ,+Q,-I (1 -x)w• x 
X 2F1(ro2-ro1 +(!2, (!1; (!1 +e2; X) 
whR-re c is a complex number, c*O. 
The expressions for a1(xje) and a2(xje) follow immediately from the 
formulae for the Pade fractions of the function (1-x)'",cx*0,±1,±2, ... , 
given by PADE in his paper [8], p. 755. These expressions follow also from 
another result of PADE, [9] p. 389, on the table of 2F1(a, 1; c; x}, 
c * 0, - 1, - 2, ... , by taking c = 1. The last result also contains implicitly 
the expression for r(xfe) given above. 
§ 3. In this section we give formulae for polynomials from systems of 
type II for the binomial function system. 
In the following the symbol L1 is used for the difference operator with 
difference 1, i.e. 
Llf(u)= f(u+ 1)- f(u). 
Further, we define L1°f= f, Ll 8+1f=Ll(Ll8 f}, s= 1, 2, .... 
Let the function cp be such that the following integral and sum 
00 00 
(3.3.1} J cp(t)dt and L cp(u+k) 
0 k-0 
both converge. Then the function 
00 00 
(3.3.2) y(u)= J cp(t)dt- L cp(u+k) 
0 k=O 
is a solution of the difference equation 
Lly(u) = cp(u) . 
.. 
This solution, denoted by 8 cp(t)Llt, is the simplest example of NoRLUND's 
0 
principle solution of the difference equation Lly(u) = cp(u). For the definition 
and properties of the principle solution in the cases where the integral 
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or sum in (3.3.1) do not converge, one may consult the original paper 
of NoRLUND [7], or MILNE-THOMSON [6], chapter VIII. We can restrict 
ourselves to (3.3.2) since we will only have to deal with cases in which 
integral and sum both converge. 
It is easily seen that 
u 
(3.3.3) 8 [Lirp(t)]Lit=rp(u)- ] rp(t)dt, 
0 0 
a formula also valid in more general cases, see e.g. MILNE-THOMSON [6] 
p. 206. 
For the proof of the main theorem of this section, we need the following 
Lemma 3. 3 .1. Let P be a polynomial, IX an arbitrarily chosen complex 
number. Then 
00 00 J (1-x)t P(t)dt and L (l- x)"'+k P(IX + k) 
0 k~O 
both converge if 0 < x < l. There exists a power-series yo+ y1x + y2x2 + .... 
with radius of convergence at least 1, such that for 0 < x < 1: 
"' 8 (l-x)t P(t)Lit = 
0 00 00 
= J (l-x)t P(t)dt- ~ (l-x)"+k P(IX +k) =yo+y1x+y2x2+ .... 
0 k~O 
Proof. We can restrict ourselves to polynomials Pn of the form 
Pn(t)=t(t-1)(t-2) ... (t-n+I), n=O, 1, 2, ... , 
since every polynomial P can be expressed as a (finite) linear combination 
of these polynomials P n· 
It is obvious that the integral and sum from the lemma both converge 
if O<x< l. We have 
oo dn oo dn I (1-x)-n J (1-x)t Pn(t)dt= ( -1)n- J (I-x)tdt=( -I)n+l ____ _ 
0 dxn 0 dxnlog (1-x) 
and 
00 
(I- x)-n ~ (I-x)"'+k Pn(IX+k) = 
k~O 
( -1)n_d_n (I-x)'" dxn -'---X-'-
Thus we find 
a 8 dn { I (I - x )"' } (I-x)tPn(t)Lit=(-I)n+l(I-x)n- + , dxn log (I-x) x 
0 
from which the assertion of the lemma immediately follows. 
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Theorem 3.3.1. Let eid!z, ... ,em be m non-negative integers, 
m > 2, a= 2::- 1 e'"' and let WI, wz, ... , wm be a set of m complex numbers such 
that Wt- wr"" 0, ± 1, ± 2, . . . for i #f Let the polynomial F be defined by 
m ep,-1 
F(u) = II II (u+w'"+r) 
and the function ifJ by 
Then 
p,- 1 r-o 
n.( )= ~ LJsF(u-s) 
"" u, X £.. s+I • 
s-o X 
I xa+IifJ( -w'", x) ~s a polynomial in x of degree a-e'"' p,= 1, 2, ... , m, 
II the polynomial system 
(xa+lifJ( -WI, x), xa+I(/J( -wz, x), ... , xa+lifJ( -wm, x)) 
is a system of type II for the point e = (ei, ez, ... , em) and the binomial 
function system 
Proof. From the definition of the operator Ll, it follows immediately 
that 
n-1 n-2 
(3.3.4} Ll II (u+v)=n II (u+v+1), n=O, 1, 2, ... ; 
•-0 
also that 
Ll (f(u) g(u)) = f(u + 1) Llg(u) + g(u) Llf(u) 
and from this that 
LJk(f(u) g(u))= "~ (~)Ll"f(u+k-u) LJk-"g(u), k=O, 1, 2, .... 
e,-1 m ep,-1 
We put f(u)= II (u+wi +r) and g(u)= II II (u+w'"+r). 
Then F(u) = f(u)g(u) 
and 
(3.3.5) (LJkF(u-k))u--w, = I (k) (Ll"f(u-u))u--w,(LJlc-"g(u-k)),. __ w,, 
,_o u 
k=0,1,2, ...• 
From the definition of f(u) and (3.3.4), one easily sees that 
~ 0 for u#ei (3.3.6) (Ll"f(u-u)),. __ w = 1 .c • 
' !?1· ~or u=ei 
So we obtain from (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) 
(F(u))u=-w, = (LIF(u-1)),._ -w, = ... = (LJe.- 1 F(u-ei + 1)),.= -w, = 0, 
(3.3.7) 
m ep,-1 
= ed II II (-wt+wl'+r)#O. 
p-2 r-o 
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From (3.3. 7) it is now clear that 
xa+l(jj(-w x)=xa+I ~ (LJsF(u-8))u~-w, 
1, £..., xs+l 
a~o 
is a polynomial of degree a-e1• 
In a similar way it is proved that xa+I (/J(- w'", x) is a polynomial of 
degree a-e'"' ft=2, 3, ... , m, and the first assertion of theorem 3.3.1 
follows. 
In the following proof of the second assertion of theorem 3.3.1, the 
operator Ll always works with respect to the variable u. 
We have 
(3.3.8) 
and hence 
Ll((/J(u, x)(1-r:u)=(1-x)uLJ(/J(1t, x)+(/J(u+1, x)Ll(1-x)u= 
(1-x)u{LJ(/J(u, x) -x(/J(u+ 1, x)}. 
Now 
A n;.( ) _ n;. ( 1 ) _ ~ LJs+l F ( U - 8) _ ~ LJs F ( U + 1 - 8) _ LJ~u,x x~u+ ,x- ,t.., +1 £.., -
8 ~o xs s~o xs 
= LJa+IF(u-a) -F( 1). 
a+l u+ X 
the polynomial F is of degree a, whence LJa+I F(u-a)=O, and we obtain 
(3.3.9) Ll((1-x)u(/J(u, x)) =- (1-x)u F(u+ 1). 
~ow we take O<x< 1 and apply (3.3.3) with 
q;(t) = ( 1- x)t (/J(t, x). 
In view of (3.3.9), this implies 
u 
(3.3.10) - 8 (1-x)t F(t+ 1)Llt= (1-x)u(/J(u, x)- f (1-x)t(/J(t, x) dt. 
0 
Substituting successively U= -Wi and u= -Wj, i#j, in (3.3.10) and 
subtracting, we get: 
) 
(1-x)-w• (/J (- Wi, x)- (1- x)-wi (/J (- Wj, x) = 
(3.3.11) -wi -w.; 
= 8 (1-x)t F(t+ 1)Llt- 8 (1-x)t F(t+ 1) Llt. 
0 0 
By lemma 3.3.1, there is a power series co+c1x+c2x2+ ... with radius 
of convergence at least 1 such that 
-~ -~ 8 (1-x)t F(t+ 1)Llt- 8 (1-x)tF(t+ 1)Llt=co+c1 x+c2 x2+ ... ,O<x< l. 
0 0 
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From this and (3.3.11), we see that 
x"'+l if>(- Wi, x) ( 1-x)"'i- xa+I if>(- WJ, x) (1- x)"'i = 
= xa+1(1-x)"'i+"'i (co+clx+czx2 ... ). 
The right hand side is a power series in x of order at least a+ 1, from 
which the second assertion of theorem 3.3.1 follows. 
§ 4. We conclude this chapter on the binomial function system by taking 
m = 2 in theorem 3.3.1. Then we are led again, as is to be expected by 
remark 5 at the end of theorem 1.1.1, to the polynomials of theorem 3.2.1. 
If m = 2, the polynomial F from theorem 3.3.1 reduces to 
If we write as above for abbreviation 
f(u) = (u+w1) ... (u+w1 +e1 -1) 
g(u) = (u+w2) ... (u+w2+e2-1), 
then we immediately see from (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) that 
(Lte,+• F(u-el-Y)),. __ "'' = 
= (el +v)! (~2) ( -w1 +w2-e1) ... ( -w1 +w2-e1 +e2-v-1), 
Y=O, 1, 2, ... , (!2, 
and from this that 
or 
Similarly, 
This is in accordance with theorem 3.2.1 and remark 5 at the end of 
theorem l.l.l. 
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